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The problems associated with impurities in possible fusion reactors

have been known for years. They are primarily related with the energy

loss by the enhanced radiation due to Impurity ions. It is also known

that the existence of impurity ions destabilizes a new type of drift

instabilities due to impurity ions.1 Although some characteristics of

impurity ion drift instabilities have been investigated by B. Coppi et.

al.1, the detailed characteristics have not been studied. In this note we

present numerical solutions of the dispersion relation of impurity ion

drift instabilities, analysis of stabilizing effect of the ordinary

drift wave by the presence of impurity ions, and an experimental study

of the drift waves in two ion species plasma in Q-device.

The equilibrium studied consists of a light ion species plasma

column surrounded by a heavy ion species (refers to impurity ions). For

the analysis, these two plasma columns are approximated by a slab model

where the d.c. magnetic field and the density gradient are in z and x dir

ection, respectively. Assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution for

each species, the linearized Vlasov equation is solved in the electro

static approximation for aperturbation of the form exp i(wt + k^y + kzz).

The perturbed density n for j-th species plasma can be expressed in

terms of the perturbed potential $ ,
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where n, T, q are the density, temperature, charge number and sign,

(i)
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"b1is the diamagnetic drift angular frequency and Q. = e J I (b.) is the
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finite Larmor radius correction term with b. » 2 » a4 De*-nS tne

Larmor radius of j-th species. The W-function can be expressed in

2
terms of a Z-function,

WjCO --1 +cZ(5) (2)

and the dispersion relation is obtained by substituting equation (1)

into the quasi-neutrality condition^ q, n. •0 .

Numerical solution of the dispersion relation has been obtained for

the following parameters; qL = 1 ,qR = 5, ?e/\ = 2, Te/TH » 10,

m^ - 50, r Jr fl - -1. 0- n^ - 1.0 , IO"4 =-rpLAz «10_1,

/l 1 dni\
(-=- = •»- I,having a Tokamak device in mind. In the review paper

3
on the Tokamak device by Artismovich, the experimental parameters

13 -3achieved are T - 1.5 keV , T± ~ 500 eV ,n = 5x10 , cm. The charge
4+ 7+

number of impurity ions was chosen to approximate C , N , as possible
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impurities. Since impurity arises near the wall, the temperature of the

heavy ion species was assumed lower than that of light ion species so that

the parameter T /T„ = 10 was chosen. No significant change of the
£ n

< <

characteristic of the drift waves for 1 = T /T„ • 10 was obtained in
e ti

the numerical calculation.

In Fig. 1(a) are shown the frequency characteristics for the impur

ity ion drift wave where the phase velocity V along the magnetic

field satisfies the inequality V„ » V > V > V , i.e.,

V /V » 1 > ." > 0.06 . In this phase velocity regime the light
6 z TL

ion species with V « V is strongly resonant with the wave leading to

wave growth while the heavy ion species adds some Landau damping. The

wave in Fig. 1(a) is unstable for weak magnetic field, i.e., large values

c a_ (since the quantity k. *of k ^ (since the quantity k sl. is proportional to —) and stabilized

WL 1 XZat strong magnetic field. As the quantity t-== = -jj- -— k a^ - 8.0 k a^
z TL PL

(X is the wavelength along the magnetic field) becomes larger than
z

7-£— (see Fig. 1(c)), i.e., w < wT for weak magnetic field, the wave is
kzVTL L

4
destabilized in a similar manner to the ordinary drift wave where the

electron and ion roles are played by light and heavy ion species. As the

density gradient becomes more steep as in Fig. 1(b), the wave becomes more

unstable. The wave, however, becomes a damped light ion acoustic wave

as the density of heavy ion species increases as shown in Fig. 1(d). We

did not find any unstable wave in the fluid regime classified as
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Vm » V > V_ > Vm which correspond to the wave in Fig. 1(d). TheTe p TL TR

wave in fluid regime was considered to be possibly unstable in refer

ence 1.

Plotted in Fig. 2 is the stability diagram of drift waves in a two

ion species plasma with opposing density gradients. The instability

condition of the impurity ion drift wave in reference (1) has been ob

tained assuming a)--uiL,nH<<nLso that

It* + """" <0 (3)

e

Since the total plasma density gradient becomes a zero at — = 0.2 ,

the ordinary drift wave becomes stable as seen in Fig. 2, while the

impurity ion drift wave is not stabilized since a density gradient of

two ion species is still present.

Since in the slab model the density gradient lengths of two ion

species plasma are opposite and equal, i.e., r = - r , the plasma

is symmetric with respect to the ion species. Another instability regime

should appear then as the heavy ion species becomes dominant for large

values of -2- . The large — was not considered to be of sufficient
°L °L

interest to investigate numerically, however, in the following analysis

a band of stability is shown to occur between the unstable regimes.

Considering the ordinary drift wave regime VT > V » VT > VT
e L H
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the W-functidn is approximately W - -1 + i JiT

k2v2
W - 2 ra

H . 2
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In the region of interest u « w_ + i w with in » w_ and neglecting

'1>M2 ^\1
(0 0)

<< 1 , the dispersion relation becomes

aLQLWL + "hVh
w~ =

R J. + «L(1-QL) +V^V

u>„ + 0)
WR * e

<W'T FvT" 1+aL(l-QL) +a-H^-V

«HTLMaking use of the relations u>L =- —j- ojh ,-u>e = a^ +a^ ,
«LTH

QL - l-bL, QH - l-bH , we obtain

2^ tt-V bH «H C^_2\/1+^L\h_^h)

(4a)

(4b)

K"««H 2-VV \»J 2 T^
^-VH+^^ +3VL> n.

" ^H qL

n

It V 1+VL
2mHquqTV, "L^HlH^L e 1-

"h^L

(5)
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For the parameters used in Fig. 2, the stability band u>_ > 0 appears in

the narrow range 0.200 < — < 0.204 .
"l

The above numerical calculations and analysis have been considered

for Q-device parameters (qL = qfl a1,Tg =TL =» Tfl). From equation (5),

the ordinary drift wave is stabilized for — —r~ < — < 0.5 as shown

in Fig. 3. An expansion of the W-function to obtain a simplified dis

persion relation for the impurity ion drift wave is in question since

the maximum ratio of the two ion species thermal velocities in Q-device

is at most 4.5 for a Li-Cs plasma. Since the velocity spread between

two ion species may not be large enough to destabilize the wave, numeri

cal calculations of the dispersion relation were done. No unstable waves

in the phase velocity range of the impurity ion drift waves were found.

It was not possible, however, to rule out categorically the existence

of unstable waves with our numerical calculation method.

An experiment was performed in the BA-II (Berkeley Alkali-II) Q-device

described elsewhere.5 In addition to the usual plasma, a surrounding

plasma having a heavy ion species was provided with a neutral beam from

an annular nozzle. Investigations were conducted with a Lithium (or

Potassium) plasma column surrounded by a Cesium (or Potassium) plasma.

Measurements of the ion saturation current across the plasma column

are shown in Fig. 4(a), (b), (c). Fig. 4(d) shows a density profile of

Fig. 4(c) corrected for the difference of thermal velocity of two ion

species. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the outer Potassium and central Lithium

plasma, respectively. The separate density profiles were assumed to be
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unchanged when both species were present together as in Fig. 4(c) or

(d) since only collisionless conditions were investigated. The oscilla

tions shown in Fig. 4(b) for the central column only were observed at

5
the indicated radial position and identified as ordinary drift waves

by observing that the waves propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift

direction. No drift wave oscillations were observed with the outer plasma

only although the slab model analysis predicts unstable ordinary drift

waves. The observed stability of the annular plasma is possibly due to

a stabilizing centrifugal force due the plasma rotation associated with

radial electric field.

In the case shown in Fig. 4(c) or (d) , the oscillations shown in

Fig. 4(c) were found to propagate in the heavy ion diamagnetic drift

direction. Since propagation is not in the direction of either the

electron or light ion diamagnetic drift, it is concluded that neither

the impurity ion drift waves or the ordinary drift wave is present. The

experiment was performed both for single and double ended operation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Characteristics of the impurity ion drift wave obtained from numerical

solution of the dispersion relation for parameters q^ = 1, qH = 5 ,

VTL " 2' VTH "10' rpl/rPH "-*• V*L =5° -

(a) iEftrv*8, vlfor vx«= ~lo~2• ^~" °-1 •

(b> Fv^ v-s- \\for vx«" "10"3' \ =°-1 •
T "ll(c) —£ v.s. - -p for k a, =0.01, — = 0.1

k«VTL Xz 7% °L

<d) Re ^fe v'8' Vl f°r «Y " °'5 '

Fig. 2 Stability diagram of the drift waves in a two ion species plasma

obtained from numerical solutions of the dispersion relation for

parameters; qL = 1, qR « 5, Te/TL - 2, Te/TH * 10, u^/n^ =50,

rpL/rpH "-1 •kA "°'01-

///// : unstable region for the impurity ion drift wave

\NW : unstable region for the ordinary drift wave.

Fig. 3 wR , Wj v. s. otH « — for Q-device parameters (q_ - q = 1,

e LL V
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Characteristics of the Impurity ion drift wave obtained from numerical

solution of the dispersion relation for parameters qL « 1, qH = 5 ,

Te/TL - 2, Te/TH - 10, rpL/rpH =-1, m^ -50 .

(a) *—== v.s. ka. for r T/X • -10~ , =0.1 .
kzVTL y^ PL z i^

<b> TTTt v-s- k^ for rT/X = -IO-3, — * 0.1 .
kzVTL y^ pL z "l

for k_a_ = 0.01, — = 0.1 .(c) —£ v.s. -^ for k a. -0.01, —
kzVTL Xz Y% °L

(d) R ^ v.s. k a- for —- » 0.5 .
e zTL y^ "l

Fig. 2 Stability diagram of the drift waves in a two ion species plasma

obtained from numerical solutions of the dispersion relation for

parameters; qL = 1, qR - 5, Te/TL = 2, Te/TH =10, u^/n^ = 50,

rpL/rpH •-1 •Vl "°'01-

///// : unstable region for the impurity ion drift wave

^^ : unstable region for the ordinary drift wave.

Fig. 3 wR , ojj v. s. «H »-— for Q-device parameters (q = q = 1,
e

T = T = T ^
e LL V
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Fig. 4 Measured ion saturation current for a two ion species plasma

in single-ended operation.

(a) Outer Potassium plasma column only. Peak density

n « 4xl09 cm"* . No oscillation in the valley of plasma
o

was observed.

(b) Central Lithium plasma column only. Peak density

n = 1.5 x IO9 cm . Oscillations are measured at the
o

marked radial position.

(c) Both of outer Potassium and central Lithium plasma column

Oscillations are measured at the valley of two ion plasma,

(d) Total plasma density profile corrected for the difference

of ion thermal velocity for the measurement of (c).
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